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Welcome!

E urope has to be one of the finest 
locations in the world for a pre-

wedding shoot. Combining some of the 
grandest architecture with some stuning 
natural locations creates a once in a lifetime 
shoot you’ll never forget and which will 
amaze your friends and family.

Imagine exploring the streets of Rome, dining 
outside Le Louvre in Paris, taking a vintage 
mahogony speed boat across Lake Como, 
exploring the ancient colleges of Cambridge or 
taking a stroll across  iconic Tower Bridge. It’s 
all possible when you have the sights of Europe 
at your disposal.

Based in London, England, Alex Beckett 
Photography can help you plan and realise the 
perfect pre-wedding shoot. Highly experienced 

and with a wealth of locations to choose from, 
you can be assured of the picture perfect pre-
wedding.

There really is a pre-wedding for every couple 
and to suit budgets large and small. My team 
will be on hand to create the best experience 
possible, and together we’ll create some 
fantastic photographs to show off but also give 
you an unforgettable trip. 

For the last hour I have been watching 
the photos over and over again. I can’t 
get enough of them! I am so hooked 
because they are simply gorgeous! 

You and your team have done such an 
amazing job!!!
Maria & Adam



Welcome!

Lucy & Terry 
Platinum 2 Day Shoot

Lake Como, Italy



Welcome!Endless Possibilities

D o you want to be photographed 
against iconic backgrounds or would 

you like your friends to be intrigued by a 
location they would never have thought 
of themselves? From the magic of hidden, 
silent pools to majestic volcanoes, we keep 
all kinds of inspiration in our files:

Italy:
Take the grand tour or explore an individual 
area. Marvel at the grandure of Rome, home 
of the Colliseum. Stroll through arty Flor-
ence or explore the surronding countryside. 
Take a gondola around Venice or a mahoga-
ny speed boat across Lake Como.

France:
Watch the sun rise at the Eiffel Tower or 
set at Le Louvre. Explore the lavender fields 
around Marseille or the vineyards of Bor-
deaux.

England:
One of the grandest countries in Europe, 
soak up the history around Big Ben, walk 
across Tower Bridge. Explore the University 
cities of Oxford or Cambridge or take a trip 
to the epic beauty of the Lake District.

Iceland:
Experience mother earth as you’ve never seen her 
before. Iceland is one of the most beautiful coun-
tries in the world. Explore the volcanos, glaciers 
and geysers. If you’re lucky nature will reward you 
with a spectacular view of the Northern Lights.

And Many More:
From Ireland to Swizerland to Finland there’s 
never a shortage of places to visit and turn into 
the perfect shoot. Get in touch and will share lots 
more inspiration! 



Welcome!

Lauren & Tim
Two Day Select Shoot

Iceland



Half Day Shoots Lite

2hs Shoot time

Natural Light Shoot

No Lighting Assistant

Central London Only

£500

Essential

4hs Shoot time

Natural + Artificial Light Shoot

Lighting Assistant Included

London or Cambridge

£950

The essential shoot really is a great way 
to get some fantastic images where 

a full day shoot isn’t possible. If you’re 
simply looking to feel comfortable in front 
of a camera before your big day then the 
lite shoot is perfect for you.

Both shoots include Alex Beckett as the 
main photographer, the difference being 
the time allotted and the use of a lighting 
assistant.

Lite shoots come without a lighting 
assistant: as such you can expect a much 
more natural shoot with no pauses to wait 
for setting up. These tend to be a much 
more spontaneous affair following the 

setting or rising sun and finding locations 
enroute where the light is at its best.

Essential shoots on the other hand include 
a lighting assistant. The assistant will come 
with us on the day and allow us to create 
our signature dramatic portraits. Whatever 
the weather we use artificial lighting and 
our expertise to sculpt fantastic light and 
create portraits to really wow! 

For the record I hate you. You’ve made 
my wife want to go for more shoots 

all around the world, it was such a fun 
day and the photos were amazing!

Ivy & Ronald



Full Day Shoots

Select

8hr Shoot

Natural + Artificial Light (flash) Shoot

Lighting Assistant Included

Basic Route advice and planning

Locations Worldwide

£1500

Platinum

8hr Shoot

Natural + Artificial Light (flash) Shoot

All day makeup and styling

Lighting Assistant Included

Full concept meeting and choice be-
tween 3 custom shoot concepts

Full location plan created in tandem 
with you

Locations Worldwide

£2500

A  full-day pre-wedding shoot really  
does set the bar high. Eight hours 

affords us lots of time to really get to 
know a location and capture some 
distinct, different, one of a kind photos. 

Depending upon the number of 
locations and dress changes, with our 
full day shoot packages you should 
expect to receive around 100 final 
images. This is more than enough to 
put together a great album or wedding 
slideshow. 

The main difference between my full 
day pre-wedding packages is the choice 

of makeup and location planning. 

The Platinum package includes a 
makeup artist for the duration of the 
shoot. They’ll be on hand for touch 
ups and to give you different looks 
throughout the day. Also included is 
a full concept and location plan. Our  
team will work with you to find three 
different possible directions for the 
shoot to highlight your relationship, 
personalities, dreams and ambitions. 
Once chosen, we’ll plan an exquisite 
shoot you’ll be telling your children 
about.



Welcome!

Lite Essential Select Platinum
Shoot Length 3hrs 4hrs 8hrs 8hrs
Alex Beckett principle photographer
Artificial Light
Lighting Assistant
During Shoot Makeup*

Basic Route Advice
Shoot Planning Meeting
Shoot Concepts 3
Location Planning
Image Editing
Estimated Photos 30 50 80 100

Central London Travel
Travel within 1hr of London
Travel within 2hrs of London
Destinations Available

Price:
GBP
SGD
HKD

£500
$885
$4760

£950
$1680
$9048

£1500
$2655
$14300

£2500*
$4426
$23800

Additional Day £1300 £1600

Investment

* Please note makeup artist travel not included in flat rate travel pricing. Where a suitable local 
makeup artist is available one will be supplied otherwise a travel supplement may be required.



Welcome!

Jeanette & Rich
Select Full Day Shoot

London



Welcome!

Amanda & Garatt
Select Full Day Shoot

marseille, France



Fearless Photographers

Fearless Photographers is a unique 
and highly selective directory of the 

world’s best wedding photographers. 

Fearless Awards are ridiculously 
competitive and fewer than three per cent 
of submitted photographs are chosen by 
the curators to receive awards. 

Over the years we’ve been lucky enough 
to win many and relgularly feature as one 
of the top 10 UK photographers. In 2015 
Alex was also named one of the Top 20 
Wedding Photographers Worldwide. 

In addition, Alex retained his place on 
the following prestigious photography 
lists: 

Autographer again selected Alex as 
one of the Top 10 Creative wedding 
photographers in the UK

SLR Louge magazine again voted Alex 
into their list of the Top 150 Wedding 
photographers in the world.

Junebug Weddings included in the 
Worldwise Best of the Best for 2015.

Rangefiner Magazine, one of the most 
well respected photogrpahy magazines, 
chose Alex as a winner in their Wedding 
Photography category for 2015.



Travel Rates

Flat rate pricing may be reduced in the case of multiple shoots. Some of 
my couples choose to get together with friends to share a shoot.

For Platinum shoots or at certain times of year flat rate pricing may be 
unavailable. In this case we operate on an expenses accrued basis. We can 
also operate on this basis if you would simply prefer. Please get in touch 
for more details.

Flat Rate*:

*Note: Flat rate travel does not include travel for a makeup artist (MUA). if a MUA is part of your package and a local MUA is not available then there may be additional travel costs applicable. Flat rate prices are subject to availability 
and a supplement may be required for peak dates. Please contact us to confirm flat rate travel pricing.

Zone Destination Rates
1 Edinburgh, Lake District, Cornwall £300
2 Paris, Bruges, Brussles, Amsterdam £400
3 Florence, Milan, Pisa, Lake Como, Bordeaux, Marseille, Provence £600
4 Barcelona, Seville, Crete, Kefalonica £1000
5 Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam, Burma, Thailand £1400



Welcome!

Will I need a visa?
If you possess a Hong Kong or Singapore passport you shouldn’t need a visa to visit the UK or 
Europe. Visa requirements change though so please check here before booking:
http://www.iatatravelcentre.com/

If you are booking other professionals to come with you they may need a work visa. This is one 
of the primary advantages of choosing Alex Beckett Photography: we can supply vendors with no 
visa issues.

Can you help me hire a dress?
Unfortunately wedding dress hire is not very common in Europe and where it does exist the 
selection is limited and expensive. If you’re able to hire a dress from home before leaving that’s 
usually the best option. If you really do need to hire one in Europe though let me know and I’ll 
put you in touch with some hire shops.

Is a makeup artist included?
The platinum packages include a makeup artist. If you don’t require this service or would like to 
add it to another package please let us know.

Do you offer albums/prints?
Yes! While details aren’t included in this document I do offer a wide variety of fine art albums 
and prints. Just contact me for more details. 

What should I wear?
For a daytime shoot, a summer dress or light smart-casual suit for a man is ideal. At dusk, any 
long dress with movement is fantastic. It’s always best to stick to plain colours and avoid fussy 
prints.

Will we need transport?
That very much depends on the destination selected. Some destinations are easier to walk or 
pick up transport as required. Others require hiring a van. Don’t worry though, we’ll talk you 
through the options on booking.

We have this crazy idea for a shoot, can you do it?
Sounds exciting! The short answer is, yes! Please get in touch and we’ll work it out.

If you have any other questions please do get in touch: Contact@AlexBeckett.co.uk

FAQ



Welcome!

I f you’d like to book or find out more about a shoot in Europe or the rest of the 
world please get in touch! The easiest way is probably by email in the first instance 

but we can also arrange a skype/facetime meeting to discuss all the details.

Alex Beckett Photography Ltd
New Broad Street, London.

Website: www.alexbeckett.co.uk

Contact

Alex Beckett 
(Director and Principle Photographer)

Email: alex@alexbeckett.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 7729 977826

Skype: ai3xbe

Louise Race 

(Studio Manager)

Email: contact@alexbeckett.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 7973 705336
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